TRUMP WANTS VOTERS
— AND RUSSIA — TO
KNOW WHAT THE
RUSSIA INVESTIGATION
LOOKED LIKE ON
AUGUST 1, 2017, NOT
SEPTEMBER 14, 2018
Between setting the first status hearing in Paul
Manafort’s case as November 16, and setting the
Mike Flynn sentencing for no earlier than
November 28 (with the reports submitted on
November 14), Mueller’s office seems to be
suggesting they’ll wait until after election day
to roll out the case they just added Trump’s
Campaign Manager’s testimony to.
Not long after the release of the Flynn status
hearing, Trump ordered the release of yet more
stuff on the Steele dossier (the stuff in the
first paragraph), plus unredacted texts on what
the investigation looked like before August 1,
2017.
At the request of a number of committees
of Congress, and for reasons of
transparency, the President has directed
the Office of the Director of National
Intelligence and the Department of
Justice (including the FBI) to provide
for the immediate declassification of
the following materials: (1) pages 10-12
and 17-34 of the June 2017 application
to the FISA court in the matter of
Carter W. Page; (2) all FBI reports of
interviews with Bruce G. Ohr prepared in
connection with the Russia
investigation; and (3) all FBI reports
of interviews prepared in connection
with all Carter Page FISA applications.
In addition, President Donald J. Trump

has directed the Department of Justice
(including the FBI) to publicly release
all text messages relating to the Russia
investigation, without redaction, of
James Comey, Andrew McCabe, Peter
Strzok, Lisa Page, and Bruce Ohr.

Depending on how much the various parties put
into these texts (I doubt Comey was much of a
texter, for example), this will show
unbelievable detail on how FBI runs
counterintelligence investigations.
But it will also show voters what the
investigation looked like before some key
evidence came in, such as the communications
surrounding the June 9 meeting and whatever the
FBI seized from Paul Manafort’s home. Andrew
McCabe was the last person in a key role on this
investigation, and Christopher Wray took over
that role on August 1.
It’s a desperate gambit, I think, throwing the
last of the Steele dossier details out there,
plus a picture of what the investigation looked
like before the FBI learned that the President’s
son entered into a conspiracy with Russians
exchanging Hillary emails for sanction relief.
Which I take as yet more confirmation that that
conspiracy — and whatever Manafort just gave the
government — would (will, eventually) utterly
damn the President.
As I disclosed in July, I provided
information to the FBI on issues related to the
Mueller investigation, so I’m going to include
disclosure statements on Mueller investigation
posts from here on out. I will include the
disclosure whether or not the stuff I shared
with the FBI pertains to the subject of the
post.

